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Services
Complete cyber security involves implementing controls based on
three pillars. People, processes and technology. Our three-pronged
approach helps organisations defend themselves from both
organised attacks and common internal threats, such as accidental
breaches and human error.

With our full suite of Managed Detection and Response services,
bluedog provides you with the solutions to stay protected and
secure.
This allows you to focus on your core business, while bluedog
handles your security headaches.

bluedog vs Traditional SOC
The significant difference with bluedog, is that we
completely manage the monitoring, detection and
response lifecycle, taking control of your cyber
security and dramatically reducing the mean time to
discover an incident, recover from the incident and
lower the risk and total cost of the attack.

THE BOSS - CLIENT DASHBOARD
Direct insights in security posture
Dig into data whenever you want
Management metrics to use in client meetings

Built in at a defensive layer with an offensive angle
to detect cybercrime at the earliest possible stage,
bluedog can help you minimise ‘the window-ofopportunity’ for these criminals.

Managed Detection
bluedog’s 24/7/365 managed monitoring provides
ongoing network traffic analysis and feedback
regarding your business security.
Monitoring is the window into a network’s security; in
real time, as it changes in the face of new attacks, new
threats, software updates, and reconfigurations.

GOVERNANCE RISK & COMPLIANCE
Report against various industry standards
See your compliance levels
Realtime status, no more auditor stress!

1. MONITOR
bluedog provides valuable insight into your company’s network
showing what is going on, offering visibility into your security
management.

h a rd f a c t s

bluedog supports you by making sure employees don’t breach
company policy, take in viruses or destructive malware.

85%

Direct insight is given through bluedog’s customer dashboard,
offering transparent and easy to interpret results.

of business assets
a r e i n d i g i t a l f o rm

2. DETECT
The bluedog Security Operations Centre monitors your network 24/7,
providing immediate actionable recommendations.
The qualified team of security analysts watch over your assets,
making sure bad actors are not reading along with you.
Anomalies are constantly analysed, identifying attack types
and new ways attackers try to break into your company.
The moment a problem has been detected, the bluedog
incident responders kick in to fight together with you!

Having your crown jewels
available to attakers digitally
makes it easier to have them
stolen. bluedog protects your
assets 24/7 all year long.

90%
of h ack s or igin at e
from Phishing

bluedog analysis full network
traffic, spotting problems at its
root. Seconds after a problem

3. RESPOND

occurs, alerts are raised and

Incident response or crisis management is what we do! This is what
makes the bluedog offering stand out from the rest.

incidents are stopped dead in
their tracks.

While others warn you that something is wrong in your network,
bluedog allows you to sleep and wake up to a resolved incident.
Incident management in accordance with ISO27035 guidelines,
ensuring a proper governed process.
Full forensic capabilities, incident handling, containment and
resolution.

Want to know how you
can sleep at night again?
Get in touch to find out how we will help!
sales@bluedog-security.com

www.bluedog-security.com
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“Cyber security is like
painting, except the paint
never dries.”
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